Press Release
Rialto TPC recognised as demonstrating commercial
improvement and ROI at HR Distinction Awards 2013
Birmingham: Tuesday 22nd January 2013
Rialto are pleased to have been nominated as finalists for the HR Distinction Awards 2013 in Adding
Value.
The Award category celebrates the demonstration of value added in a business through direct
profitable results from HR strategies, which was achieved through the implementation of the Rialto
business transformation and culture change programme – TPC (Transforming the Performance
Culture).
The Judging Panel also considered a number of additional aspects for the award, including quality of
implementation, focus on HR excellence and delivery , innovation and the uniqueness of the idea and
impact on the employees within the organisation.
Working in partnership with Manufacturing Company Richard Burbidge Ltd, Rialto embarked upon a
company wide business transformation programme to achieve a step change in employee
performance and engagement. The project was designed to empower all employees to take more
ownership, engagement and accountability, focusing on delivering greater quality to the customer.

Rialto Chief Executive Richard Chiumento commented on the Award: “It’s a real achievement for our
team to continue to see how TPC can truly make a difference to the organisations we support. This is
the 5th year we’ve been designing and delivering our innovative TPC programmes and the
methodology continues to demonstrate that HR can deliver ROI and impact bottom line results by
challenging the traditional change programme/restructuring options.
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---NOTES FOR EDITORS---

Rialto specialises in unique change management and transformation solutions which deliver
exceptional results. We provide a range of services and interventions associated with the entire people
agenda which include: Transforming the Performance Culture, Executive Career Transition, Workforce
Transition & Outplacement, Executive Search, Interim Management, Revitalising Leadership and
Talent Management

